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IN THIS ISSUE

To all our amazing customers,

Thank you for taking the time to read this Summer 2023 
edition of our company newsletter! We have new products 
to show plus interesting case studies and articles. 

If you have any questions about our products or services, 
you can call our Customer Service Team on 01795 477280, 
or email sales@rms-rehab.co.uk for more information.

Best wishes,
Mila Newbold

Communications Manager
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NEW! RMS PRODUCTS

NEW! LIFEGLIDER

LifeGlider® is the ultimate new mobility aid for users with 
balance issues, with proven life-changing results.

The LifeGlider® provides upright, hands free mobility 
meaning there is no more looking down while walking; 
instead the user is engaged and focussed on life ahead.

For those that need a little 
rest, the LifeGlider® comes 
with a soft cushioned 
seat so small breaks 
can be taken.

If you would like 
to learn more, 
or watch some 
amazing video of 
the LifeGlider® at 
work, simply type 
‘Life Glider’  into 
Google and click 
onto  the first result!

HANDS FREE “FALL-SAFE” MOBILITY
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NEW! RMS PRODUCTS

New for 2023 - our new powered high low indoor base 
has been designed to meet the rigourous requirements 
of classroom or home use.

-  Up to 50 powered lifts per charge
-  30º of forward and back power tilt
-  120kg combined seat and user weight limit
-  Direct interface to our popular Virtus Seating
-  Plus options for third-party seating interface

Manufactured with the care giver in mind to promote 
ease of handling, ease of use, plus the ability to 
stand in front of the user and maintain eye contact 
during all seating adjustments. 

The specialist powered height actuator used in the Virtus 
High Low Powered Base has a height adjustment range 
of 25cm from lowest to highest allowing it to fit under 
most standard classroom furniture.
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NEW! RMS PRODUCTS

As part of our high quality 
VIRTUS SEATING RANGE, 
the Virtus High-Low Base 
has a direct interface to 
our postural Virtus Seating, 
with everything delivered as 
one easy-to-use package. 
Simply plug in and go!

The Virtus High Low Base 
can also be interfaced to 

virtually any third-party seating system, providing a high 
quality powered base for your seating solution.

MEASUREMENTS AND SPECIFICATIONS

SEAT TILT ADJUSTABLE PUSH HANDLE FRAME BASE SIZE

5° of Forward Tilt Min Height = 70cm Width = 65cm

25° of Backward Tilt Max Height = 90cm Depth = 83cm

HEIGHT ADJUST WEIGHT LIMIT CASTOR WHEELS

37.5cm at lowest 90kg maximum user weight 125mm Diameter

62.5cm at highest 120kg max weight with seat Lock on all corners

BATTERY LIFE

Up to 50 lift and lower cycles with a maximum weight user

Can be used when plugged in with a cable length of 1.25m

Comes with storage basket for when charge cable is not in use
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On the subject of innovative 
powered solutions, RMS 
would like to introduce the 
Standy Electro Wing from 
Ormesa in Italy.

This cutting edge stander 
has been specially designed 
to facilitate the maintenance 
of a vertical posture during 
all standing activities. The 
modern frame has a functional design that helps to 
compensate the users own standing muscles, either 
during those activities or when transferring users from a 
seating to a standing position.

The product has an electronic push-button panel that 
allows users to configure the device in both a manual or 
automatic mode - offering more control and independence 
whilst transferring between equipment. 

Users or carers can fully adjust the pelvis, chest, head, 
backrest and footrests - minimising the workload and 
effort required on a daily basis.

  NEW! RMS PRODUCTS

NEW! ELECTRO WING



With renowned Shropshire based mobility company 
Quest 88 entering into liquidation at the end of 2022, 
RMS Limited are now the exclusive UK distributor of 
the Kaye Posture Control Walker.

In partnership with Kaye Products America, this 
lightweight frame has been designed to make 
walking motions less energy-consuming by 
providing a stable foundation for basic walking 
needs, whilst improving the users postural 
alignment and gait training by offering a wide 
range of high quality accessories.

As a walking frame that is well known 
within the industry, this versatile piece 
of equipment offers barrier-free design 
to help improve interactions with the 
end users environment.

You can find out more about this walker 
by calling us on 01795 477280 or visiting our  
interactive website at www.rms-rehab.co.uk.

NEW! RMS PRODUCTS
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NEW! KAYE POSTURE
CONTROL WALKER
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CASE STUDIES

If you saw the last edition of our Autumn 2022 newsletter 
you might remember Brandon`s journey with his sit-to-
stand therapy sessions.

We shared his progress as Brandon began his therapy 
sessions with StandSure, our new sit-to-stand therapy 
tool, and experienced some great results in a short period 
of time by including the tool in his daily routine exercises.

We have had some great news - Brandon is now walking 
and able to support his own weight while standing! We 
couldn’t be happier and are so proud to have been part of 
his journey. Well done Brandon!

STANDSURE RESULTS
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CASE STUDIES

STANDSURE FIELD TRIAL REPORT

As part of our new product 
process, we produce field trial 
reports to show data on a patient 
that has trialled equipment over an 
extended period of time.

Brandon was the perfect 
candidate for this, and you can 
read his full story with Therapist 
recommendations in the new 
StandSure field trial report on our website. Just visit:

www.rms-rehab.co.uk/standsure

TESTIMONIAL FROM BRANDON’S MUM

“We have been trying different ways to successfully 
make him stand on his own by holding his hand or 
holding an object, but it just doesn’t give him comfort. 
With StandSure he can free stand watching his favourite 
cartoon and we noticed from week one he started from 
one minute and now, we’re in week four and he can free 
stand for six minutes! It is huge progress! I am positive 
that in time he will be able to free stand on his own!”



Thompson House, Unit 10, Styles Close,
Sittingbourne, Kent, ME10 3BF.

Tel: +44 (0) 1795 477280
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